3Shape and Formlabs
2020-2021 Bundles

SCAN, DESIGN, AND PRINT WITH THE 3SHAPE AND FORMLABS AUDIO BUNDLE.

Together, we strive to empower labs with the perfect end-to-end custom fit solution. The 3Shape and Formlabs bundle was created to enable you to capture ultra-high details from an ear impression, customize in 3Shape Design Software, and print with accuracy and at low cost on a Form3B.

3Shape and Formlabs partnership offers a best in class digital audio experience; we are with you all the way.
3SHAPE

A-scanner Red

The 3Shape 3D impression scanner provides the highest quality product fit and offers market leading accuracy that brings all the important details from the ear impression into the digital world. 3Shape offers the binaural 3Shape A2 and the monaural 3Shape A1 scanners to match your demands for precision and speed.

3SHAPE

Design Software

With 3Shape design software, EarMouldDesigner and ShellDesigner, you get a strong custom design setup with consistent rule-based outcomes securing fast and accurate designs. Tailor the modeling workflows with unlimited component and customization combinations to your target customer outcome while automating workflow steps to reduce modeling time and remakes.

FORMLABS

Form3B

The Form3B is the most affordable and accurate in-house 3D printer on the market. Powered by our new Low Force Stereolithography technology, the Form3B offers incredible print quality, feather touch supports and a platform for more advanced materials and applications. Get professional grade 3D printing right in your lab for a fraction of the cost of traditional printers.

FORMLABS

Material library

The Formlabs materials library contains resins designed for the Audio industry, including the new high impact bio-compatible BioMed Clear Resin for hard earmoulds and shells. Standard Clear and Elastic 50A resins are also ideal for printing soft earpieces. Along with a comprehensive library of engineering resins, easily swapping between different materials ensures the Form 3B meets all the future needs of your production and R&D teams.

ONBOARDING

Training

Our Customer Care and Service teams will support you in achieving a smooth onboarding to digital production. Our experts have the experience you need to solve the technical and business challenges of implementing a transformational digital audio strategy. Trust our proven team to take the risk and unpredictability out of executing high-impact 3D printing projects.
1. **Choose your 3Shape A-scanner**

- **3Shape A2 Red binaural scanner**
  - Scan both impressions simultaneously in 30 seconds, speeding the workflow for higher volume labs.

- **3Shape A1 Red monaural scanner**
  - Perfect choice in moving to a digital workflow, with monaural scanning in 60 seconds.

2. **Choose your 3ShapeDesign Software**

- **3Shape EarMouldDesigner**
  - Modeling of earmoulds, plugs, noise protection, and custom RIC eartips

- **3Shape ShellDesigner**
  - Modeling of ITE/ CIC shells, in-ear-monitors, and custom embedded RIC eartips.

3. **Choose the relevant annual saves package**

   The packages based on expected annual saves (how many saved designs you expect to 3D print). The annual saves packages are divided into 500 – 1,200 – 2,400 and 6,000 saves to support you with different volumes you expect to go digital with. You can at a later stage increase save capacity based on your production requirement.

4. **Contact us**

   Contact us to place an order or for more information: sales@formlabs.com and audio@3shape.com

---

**COMMON TERMS AND CONDITIONS**
- Prices are valid throughout the calendar year 2020 and 2021.
- Customers buy from 3Shape and Formlabs separately. Each company will deliver its own invoice.
- Support and training are conducted by 3Shape and Formlabs on their hardware and software respectively.
- Prices do not include shipping, VAT, duties, shipping, etc.
- Payment terms are prior to shipment.

**3SHAPE TERMS AND CONDITIONS**
- 3Shape bundle offer is only valid when all elements in the 3Shape part of the bundle remain intact and the customer is starting up digital manufacturing in Audio.
- 3Shape elements in the bundle are subject to Standard Terms and Conditions for 3Shape Audio.
- 3Shape software subscription is mandatory from 2nd year onwards.
- 3Shape capacity can be optionally upgraded to higher at a later stage on request.